Recently, there has been a growing interest in proving sum theorems for various properties of topological spaces. A sum theorem for a property is a theorem of the following type: If {A a : a e Λ) is a covering of a space X such that each A a has ^* then X has ^. Perhaps the simplest known sum theorem is the locally finite sum theorem (LFST) which states that if {F a : a e A) is a locally finite closed covering of X such that each F a has a property ^, then X has ^.
For an extensive study of the LFST and for its several interesting consequences, one may refer to [1, 21 to 24] . The purpose of the present paper is to concentrate on the locally countable sum theorem (LOST) by which we mean the LFST with 'locally finite' replaced by 'locally countable'. We call a family j^ locally countable if each point has a neighborhood which intersects at most countably many elements of Sxf. We shall prove some general theorems which will establish the LCST for properties satisfying certain conditions (with some restrictions on the space of course). It will then be shown that a number of sum theorems hold for those properties which are closed hereditary and for which LCST holds. We shall apply our theorems to some particular cases to obtain many new results and also to improve upon some known results. In particulra, some results of Stone [25] and Okuyama [17] are improved.
No separation axioms are assumed. In particular, normal and regular spaces are not T λ .
1Φ
The locally countable sum theorem* 1.1. We say that the locally countable sum theorem (to be abbreviated as LCST) holds for a property & if whenever {F a : a e Λ) is a locally countable closed covering of X such that each F a has &*, then X has ^. Obviously, if the LCST holds for ^, then the LFST also holds for it. However, there are several important properties for which the LFST holds but the LCST does not hold. Metrizability is one example, as can be seen by considering any countably infinite, T u nonmetrizable space. DEFINITION 1.2 [Burke, 6] . A space X is said to be subparacompact if every open covering of X has a σ-discrete closed refinement.
Obviously, every regular paracompact space is subparacompact. However, there is a subparacompact space which is not paracompact. In fact the space of the well-known example of a normal Hausdorff space which is not coUectionwise normal due to Bing [3] , has a σ-locally finite net and is therefore, a subparacompact space. This space cannot be paracompact as it is a Hausdorff non-collection wise normal space. 
has & in view of (iii) and then each N x has &* in view of (ii). Now if W is a locally finite open refinement of {N x : xeX}, then {WiWe'W"} is a locally finite closed covering of X each member of which has ^. Hence X has & in view of (i).
1.7. Hypotheses (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorems 1.4 and 1.6 are satisfied by each of the following properties:
Semi-stratifiability [9, 12] , σ-space [18], space with a cr-closurepreserving net [18] , space with a ^-discrete net [18], J-space [15] , normality + P-space [14] , α-space [2] . Hence the LCST holds for all these properties in a subparacompact (or paracompact) space.
Sometimes it is found that the conditions of Theorems 1.4 and 1.6 are satisfied with some additional conditions on the space. For instance, it is well-known that CST does not hold for metrizability. However, Stone [25] proved that the CST does hold for metrizability if the space is collectionwise normal, Hausdorff, locally countably compact. Let us first prove a metrization theorem which could be of some independent interest. The theorem will then be used to conclude a result which will improve upon the above-mentioned result of Stone and a subsequent result of Okuyama [1] . An application of Theorem Proof. (a)=>(b) is obvious. Since every collectionwise normal, Hausdorff, σ-space is paracompact [17] , therefore (b) => (c). (c) => (a). If (c) holds then every point has a neighborhood whose closure is a α>M-space which is also paracompact and Hausdorff σ-space. Hence, every point has a neighborhood whose closure is metrizable in view of Theorem 2.4 in [11] . Thus X is locally metrizable. Since X is paracompact, Hausdorff, it is then metrizable.
1.9. Since the CST holds for a σ-space, it follows that in view of Theorem 1.8 above, we can have the following result:
'Let X be a collectionwise normal, Hausdorff, locally ωM-space. If {F τ : ie N} is a countable closed covering of X such that each F % is a σ-space, then X is metrizable. ' The above result improves Theorem 1 of Stone [25] and Theorem 3.8 of Okuyama [1]* Stone proved it for locally countably compact spaces and Okuyama proved it for locally M-spaces in place of locally &> M-spaces and also for metrizable in place of a σ-space.
1.10. Since we proved that the LCST holds for a σ-space in a subparacompact (or paracompact) space, we can have the following result again in view of Theorem 1.8:
'Let X be a paracompact, Hausdorff, locally ωM-space. If {F a : a e A} is a locally countable closed covering of X such that each F a is a σ-space, then X is metrizable. ' The above result improves Corollary 2 of Stone [25] and Corollary 3.10 of Okuyama [17] . In fact, Stone proved the result for locally countably compact in place of locally ωM and Okuyama proved it for locally M-spaces. Also, they assumed metrizability in place of a σ-space.
1.11. It was proved by Shiraki [20] that a Hausdorff ωM-space is metrizable if it is an α-space. Therefore, Theorem 1.4 applied to α-spaces gives the following result:
'Let X be a subparacompact Hausdorff ωM-spaee. If {F β : β e A} is a locally countable closed covering of X such each that F β is an α-space, then X is metrizable/ ON THE LOCALLY COUNTABLE SUM THEOREM 5 1.12. As a further generalization of ωikf-spaces, Borges [4] introduced α)J-spaces. Every regular T lf ωz/-space is developable if it is an α-space [7] . We, therefore, have the following result as in 1.11 above:
'Let X be a subparacompact, regular T u ωzί-space. If {F β : β e Λ) is a locally countable closed covering of X such that each F β is an α-space, then X is developable. 7 1.13. Since every paracompact I'-space with a point-countable base is metrizable [13] , Theorem 1.6 as applied to J-spaces gives the following result:
'Let X be a paracompact space with a point-countable base. If {F a : a e A) is a locally countable closed covering of X such that each F a is a 2*-space, then X is metrizable/ 1.14. Nagami [16] proved that the LCST holds for the property of having dim ^ n in a paracompact Hausdorff space. Now, Ostrand [19] showed that the LFST holds for the property of having dim n in any space. Also, Nagami proved that it is CH in normal spaces and Cech [8] had shown that the CST holds for it in normal spaces. In view of Theorem 1.4, we then have the following slightly improved version of Nagami's result:
'Let X be a subparacompact normal space. If {F a : a e Λ) is a locally countable closed covering of X such that dim F a^n for each ae Λ, then dim X ^ n.' 1.15. Nagami [16] proved that the LCST holds for the property of having Ind ^ n in a hereditarily paracompact Hausdorff space. Also, Nagami [16] proved that the LFST holds for the property of having Ind ^ n in a totally normal space. Dowker [10] proved that it is CH and the CST holds for it in a totally normal space. Thus, in view of Theorem 1.4, we obtain the following slightly improved version of Nagami's result:
'Let X be a totally normal, subparacompact space. If {F a : ae Λ) is a locally countable closed covering of X such that Ind F a <* n for each a e Λ, then Ind X ^ n.' DEFINITION 1.16 [Boyte, 5] . A space X is said to be point paracompact if for each open covering ^ of X, there is an open refinement Tl of ^ for each peX such that T* p is locally finite at p.
Every paracompact space as also every regular space is point paracompact. Also, every Hausdorff point paracompact space is regular. 
be a property such that (i) & is CH (ii) CST holds for & (iii) X has & if X has 0> locally. Then the LCST holds for & in X.
Proof. Let 
each H a is contained in some N x , therefore H a has ^ in view of (i) and (ii). Thus {H a \ a e AJ is a point-finite open cover of Ft such that each H a has ^. Hence X has ^ in view of (iii). It follows now that the LCST holds for & in view of Theorem 1.17. Semi-stratifiability [26] , <7-space [26] , α-space [2] , P-space (if X is normal) [26] . It is clear that in view of Theorem 1.22, the LCST holds for all the above properties in a #-refinable, point paracompact 8 SHASHI PRABHA ARYA AND M. K. SINGAL space, with the additional condition of normality on X in case of a P-spaee.
2* Some more applications* In this section, we shall obtain three general sum theorems which hold for all those properties which are CH and for which the LCST is known to hold. DEFINITION 2.1. A family {A a : aeΛ} of subsets of X is said to be order locally countable if there is a linear ordering '<' of the index set Λ such that for each a e Λ, the family {A β : β < a) is locally countable at each point of A a .
The concept of order locally countable families generalizes the concept of order locally finite families due to Katuta [21] . Also, every tf-locally countable family can be easily seen to be order locally countable. 2.8. We have already established in §1, the LCST for various properties under various restrictions on the space. In view of these results, theorems of this section can be used to assert many more results. For instance, we have established the LCST for semi-stratifiability in a #-refinable, point paracompact space. Thus, Theorem 2.2 as applied to semi-stratifiability would give us the following result:
Ίf {U a :aeΛ} is an order locally countable open covering of a #-refinable, point paracompact space X such that U a is semi-stratifiable for each aeΛ, then X is semi-stratifiable.'
